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What are the factors that determine the definition of a
pinhole? What is the best focal length of a pinhole?

dujingtou.com/article_31122.shtml

What factors determine the sharpness of a pinhole lens? Some people say it is the diameter
of the pinhole, while others say the thickness of the pinhole, the material, and the
smoothness of the pinhole. And the best focal length.

 When making pinholes, the smoothness, material, thickness, and diameter can all be
controlled. When making them, I use a microscope to detect the edges, and use tungsten
steel ultra-fine drills to trim irregular pinholes. These parameters It can be improved through
process optimization.

Only the best focal length is calculated by formula and “fixed” unchanged.

 

https://www.dujingtou.com/article_31122.shtml
https://www.dujingtou.com/article_30896.shtml/7-16
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Joseph Petzval of Vienna apparently was the first, in 1857, to attempt to find a
mathematical formula of the optimal pinhole diameter for the sharpest

 definition in a pinhole image. The British Nobel Prize winner Lord
 Rayleigh (John William Strutt, 1842–1919) worked on pinhole diameter

 formulas for ten years and published his work in Nature (1891). Lord
 Rayleigh’s formula is still one of the formulas used to today. A number of

 others have been published since the 1880s.

 

But, but. . . Everything is afraid. However, first of all, in the actual application process, I found
that the best focal length is not very effective. In actual application, due to the unreliable
processing manufacturers, the custom-made 0.2 is not standard, and I found it in the follow-
up measurement. size exists

 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 and other sizes, but in use because of the 50MM focal length test, no
obvious difference was found in the samples taken. . First of all, this is caused by the
impreciseness of the test, and secondly, it also reflects a problem. Is it possible that the
optimal imaging focal length is a technical indicator that is more accurate and has a large
influence on technical parameters, but has little influence on the actual observation effect?

With questions, I read © Jon Grepstad’s《Pinhole Photography – History, Images, Cameras,
Formulas》

link：
 https://jongrepstad.com/pinhole-photography/pinhole-photography-history-images-cameras-

formulas/

 

In the article, we found that even the precise calculation of the optimal imaging focal length
has multiple calculation methods, and the optimal imaging focal length varies greatly in
different calculation versions.

The following content and pictures are from:《Pinhole Photography – History, Images,
Cameras, Formulas》

 

The diameter of the pinhole is not really important. But for each focal length there is an
“optimal” diameter, the one that produces the sharpest image.

The word best is actually not an appropriate word, as the pinhole photographer or artist may
not be aiming for the greatest possible sharpness. There are beautiful pinhole images,
intentionally larger than

 

https://jongrepstad.com/pinhole-photography/pinhole-photography-history-images-cameras-formulas/
https://jongrepstad.com/pinhole-photography/pinhole-photography-history-images-cameras-formulas/
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Softer than technically possible. A good pinhole image is different from a blurry, out-of-focus
lens image.

At a certain point, a small pinhole will produce a sharper image than a large pinhole. If the
pinhole is too small, the image will be less sharp due to diffraction. The hole should be
perfectly round with no ragged edges. Can be checked with a magnifying glass or
microscope.

 

https://www.dujingtou.com/article_31114.shtml/9331687333353_-pic
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https://www.dujingtou.com/article_31114.shtml/9361687333394_-pic
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The sharpness of pinhole photography is its biggest shortcoming, but it is also one of its
characteristics, so with so many versions of the focal length calculation formula, we don’t
have to worry about it. In actual use, I used a pinhole of 0.2 from 40mm to 120mm, from 4X5
format to 810 format can provide a relatively satisfactory definition, of course, this definition
is only relative and cannot be compared with optical lenses.

 

When we use equipment, we are often entangled in the gap of technical parameters, but in
actual use, the impact on the results is often not important.

Pinhole photography has a large angle at the wide-angle end and there is no corresponding
viewfinder, so even people who often shoot pinholes will be troubled by framing and
composition. My suggestion is to place the subject in the center of the frame, and getting

https://www.dujingtou.com/article_31114.shtml/9341687333368_-pic
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closer to the subject will help improve clarity. Then keep the frame level and parallel to the
subject.

 Because the edge of the pinhole will become black with the loss of light, and because the
film is a plane, the imaging at the corner of the film will also show radial deterioration. The
pinhole atmosphere is actually caused by these two shortcomings, so when some pinhole
cameras design a 120 wide format structure, they will design the focal plane as an arc with
the pinhole as the center point, which will Significantly improved image quality.

There are still many skills in pinhole photography that we hope we will continue to explore in
use.

给毒镜头投稿：

镜头测试样片的量还是太少了，如果大家有老镜头新镜头的测试照,使用心得、评测报告、以
及您自己觉得满意的照片，都可以投稿给我们，我们可以在网站和公众号发布，您可以微信投
稿或者点击上面的图片给我发邮件，内容为样片、您的介绍、个人介绍、器材简介等。希望大
家能多给我们一些帮助和支持。（点击马上投稿>>>）
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如果失效大家给我留言，资源随时更新。

 
毒镜头 Dujingtou.com | 关于毒镜：沿着时光逆流而上 | 视觉设计: VT Grid Mag .
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